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Abstract
Organizational success can be achieved by producing common sense. For this purpose as teams to be established and produce common sense taking into consideration. However decision or decisions are to be made with common social ingenuity more effective and prolific because more than one individuals views are involved instead of one. With regard this subject idiom below can reflect the reality better; “two heads are better than one but many heads are better than two”. As seen, the most important means are teams which lead many heads into the business. The employees can participate in the decisions of the organization quite easily by way of teams. Teams are also important for the schools since employees can take part in the decision by way of teams. In this research; teams types, teams emerging, teams specifications and school teams in the school [school progress and management teams, school-family association teams(training and learning team, school environment improvement team, class representatives team) classified teachers team and unit teachers team ect.] are investigated which hold significance for the school success.
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